
Parents as Coaches Success Tips:
• Keep yourself and your children on a regular schedule.
• Make up missed classes as soon as possible.
• Praise your children for improvements (large or small) on a regular basis.
• Always remember with children that:  We look for progress, not perfection.
• Avoid blowing things out of proportion.  Choose your battles and be careful to choose your 

words wisely.   It’s easy to say something you don’t mean when upset or agitated.
• Practice at home is encouraged and should be praised.
• Help your child memorize the Student Creed,
• Share with our staff the victories your child achieves at home and in school.
• Your involvement will lead to their commitment.  If you are excited about their classes and 

their goals, they will also be.  Watch classes, give out lots of hugs and kisses afterwards.  
This way your child will make a positive association with Martial Arts.

• Don’t punish, criticize or reprimand your child for something you saw in class.  The 
instructors will use a combination of praise, role models, and constructive criticism to 
correct your child without embarrassing them.

• Speak to an instructor immediately if you have any questions; an ounce of prevention is 
better than a pound of cure.  

• Give your biggest, best hug after every class and tell your child how proud you are of 
them!

Adult Martial Arts Success Tips:
• Keep yourself on a regular schedule.  Exercise is not like an antibiotic; you can’t do it for 

10 days and be healthy.
• If you miss a class, make it up as soon as possible.
• Look for progress, not perfection.  Martial Arts is a way of life, not a “quick-fix”.  You don’t 

get out of shape in one week, and you don’t get into shape in one week either.
• Practice at home is encouraged and helps accelerate results.
• Get involved; involvement leads to commitment, commitment leads to results, and 

ultimately to the achievement of your goals.  The school has Master Club and Leadership 
events, team activities, and other special events you can be a part of.

• Don’t be over-critical of yourself; be satisfied with small victories.  The cumulative effect of 
small achievements will allow you to reach your goals.

• Speak to an instructor immediately if you have any questions or concerns; an ounce of 
prevention is better than a pound of cure.  

• Watch your diet. . . get proper amounts of vitamins and minerals. . .Diet is a much 
overlooked but extremely important aspect of your fitness program.

• Drink lots of water; carry around a water bottle everywhere you go!

Remember:
“A Black Belt is just a White Belt… Who Never Quit!” 


